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The Dancing Faun, 1901-1904
The Company of Foundrie De Tusey (1832-1961)
Bronze
In Roman mythology, fauns were depicted as
creatures with the heads and bodies of men and
the legs of goats. As followers of Bacchus, the
Roman god of wine, fauns loved drinking, dancing
and having fun. Following vandalism in 2005, The
Dancing Faun was restored at a cost of more than
£10,800. The base of the statue was recast, as the original was too
fragile to support the sculpture. The original base is alongside.
SC14

Saint Francis of Assisi, 1930-1940
Winifred Godbold Leveritt (1879-1969)
Stone
Born c.1181 in Assisi, Italy; St Francis was known as a
spoilt child and teenager who indulged in fine foods,
wine and wild celebrations, often breaking the cities
curfews. His father was a wealthy cloth merchant
who owned farmland around Assisi and it was
expected that Francis would follow in his father’s
footsteps, however, Francis’ ambitions were focused
towards being a Knight. In 1202 war broke out
between Assisi and Perugia and Francis took his place among the
cavalry; Francis was quickly captured by enemy soldiers and dressed
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like an aristocrat in expensive new armour he was considered worthy
of a ransom and held prisoner for nearly a year. Francis later reported
that during his time in prison he had begun to receive visions from God
who told him to repair the Christian Church and live a life of poverty;
Francis obeyed and devoted himself to Christianity preaching to
humans and animals. Later in life, Francis reportedly received a vision
from God that left him with the stigmata of Christ, making Francis the
first person to receive such holy wounds. Some people believe that
due to the impoverish conditions he lived in during imprisonment and
his work with Lepers, that the wounds were signs of leprosy,
furthermore some people regarded Francis as a madman who visions
were hallucinations brought on by mental illness and poor health.
Nonetheless he is viewed as one of the greatest examples of how to
live the Christian ideal and was canonised as a saint on 16th July 1228.
Throughout his life, he developed a love of nature and animals and is
known as the patron saint of the environment and animals with his
words leaving a lasting resonance with millions of followers across the
globe.
SC126 BORGM

Mrs Dod Procter on Patrick, 1912
Alfred Munnings (1878-1959)
Oil on canvas
This is a portrait of the artist Dod (Doris)
Procter, née Shaw. She deliberately used
an androgynous (neither male or female)
name. Sitting astride was the new way for
women to ride, rather than side-saddle. Dod’s chosen posture
reflected her independent personality. Nevertheless, Dod is still
dressed in a long-skirted coat and old-fashioned hat.
BORGM 01583
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Recognition, 1941
Margaret Wilson (1890-date of death unknown)
Oil on canvas
The painting Recognition was given by Margaret
Wilson in 1941. It depicts an old woman who has
fallen on hard times and is forced to sell matches.
She appears startled, staring directly at the viewer.
The message of this painting is unclear. It may be a warning against
gambling as implied by the ‘Sunday Graphic’ poster in the background.
It is a sensitive portrait and a good example of the twentieth century
figurative art collected by curators of the Russell-Cotes in the
twentieth century. In a characteristic statement, the curator, Norman
Silvester wrote to the artist: ‘Your approach to fine art has much in
common with the masters of all periods, and will, in my opinion, long
outlive the rash experience of which we see too many.’
BORGM 02382

Melusine, around 1841-1845
Michael von Schwanthaler (1802-1848)
Marble
In European folklore, Melusine was a water nymph.
She fell in love with Prince Raymond and took on a
human form. Before agreeing to marriage,
Melusine made it a condition that she could bathe
unseen once a week. Curiosity, however, got the
better of Raymond, and he spied on Melusine as
she took a bath. He saw her in her true form: a beautiful woman from
the waist up, but a writhing serpent below. Knowing that he betrayed
her, Melusine returned to her watery home. This sculpture captures
Melusine as she is about to transform herself and enter the bath.
SC28
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Lady with a Black Hat, before 1903
Eva Keely (date of birth unknown-around 1941)
Oil on canvas
Very little information was known about this
painting until recently. Conservation work in 2008
revealed a label on the back of the frame. This
showed that the painting was displayed at the ‘1903
Paris Salon Exhibition.’ The ‘Paris Salon’ was the
annual showpiece for all members of France’s Royal Academy. The
fashionable clothing and dignified pose of the model suggests that she
was from Parisian high society.
BORGM 01171

Red Deer, Early Morning, 1884
Maud Earl (1848-1943)
Oil on canvas
Maud Earl became renowned for her depiction
of animals and, in particular, dogs. She focused
upon the heroic and sentimental aspects of domestic and working
dogs. This is a reflection, to some extent, of the training she received
from her father, George Earl (1825-1908), the sporting and animal
painter. She also trained at the Female School of Art and saw success
at the Royal Academy with paintings such as The Dog of War (1896)
and Dogs of Death (1908). Her first painting at the Royal Academy was
Red Deer – Early Morning which evokes a herd of deer first thing in the
morning. Although no hunter is depicted in this scene there is a strong
implication that the subject was seen as game to be hunted, a very
popular pastime amongst the upper and aspiring classes, patrons of
art at this time. Herbert and Ella, son and daughter of Merton and
Annie, presented Red Deer, Early Morning to the Museum in 1926. The
painting had previously hung in the Royal Bath Hotel next door.
BORGM 00728
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Kathleen and Marianne, Daughters of
Samuel Gurney Sheppard, Esq of
'Leggatts', Potters Bar, 1888
Louisa Starr Canziani (1845–1909)
Oil on canvas
In 1862, at the age of 16, Louisa Starr
was the fifth woman to be admitted to
the Royal Academy Schools. She had deliberately signed her
admission entries as ‘L.Starr’, but when her gender became
apparent, her place was withdrawn. Louisa vehemently petitioned
until she, along with five other female students, were admitted.
She had an outstanding student career becoming the first woman to
win coveted prizes – a Silver medal for the best copy of Murillo’s
Beggars in 1865 and a Gold medal for the best historical painting in
1867. Louisa Starr went on to become a successful history painter
and society portraitist, exhibiting regularly at the RA and elsewhere.
She married when she was 37, writing: ‘We women are heavily
handicapped in Art as in all else by the fact of our womanhood and
its duties, and I hold that when a woman has a profession, it means
in most cases that she has two professions.’
Louisa remained independent throughout her marriage to husband,
Enrico Canziani, an Italian civil engineer. She removed the ‘obey’
from her wedding vows; and Enrico relocated to England to support
Louisa’s career. Their daughter, Estella, also became a successful
painter and illustrator. In 1888 she was commissioned by
stockbroker, Samuel Sheppard, to paint his daughters, Kathleen and
Marianne, before their forthcoming marriages.
A study for this work is held in the collections of Birmingham
Museums Trust.
BORGM 00430
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The Submission of Emperor Barbarossa to Pope
Alexander the Third, 1867
Soloman Hart (1806-1881)
Oil on canvas
Frederick I (nicknamed Barbarossa or Red Beard)
reigned a Holy Roman Emperor from 1155 to 1190.
A gifted leader, he sought to restore glory to the
German Kingdom. During his reign he undertook six campaigns in Italy
and attempted to set up his own Pope. These actions led Pope
Alexander III to excommunicate him. This painting is set in Venice,
1177, following Barbarossa’s heavy defeat in Milan. He is shown
kneeling at the feet of Pope Alexander, submitting to his mercy.
Soloman Hart was born in Plymouth in 1806, the son of a Jewish
goldsmith. On 15th August 1823, he became a student of the Royal
Academy which began an important association that lasted his entire
career. He was elected an Associate Royal Academian in 1835 and a
full Academian in 1840. He then became Professor of Painting at the
Royal Academy in 1854 until 1864, and then remained there as a
Librarian until his death in 1881. His important role within the
Academy is a reflection of the regard that his work commanded, and
as primarily a history painter, his work was deemed of the highest
status.
BORGM 01021

Roman Emperor, late 1800s
Ercole Rosa (1846-1893)
Marble
Merton and Annie had six marble busts of Roman Emperors.
Unfortunately, we have no records to identify the Emperors. The
sculptor, Ercole Rosa, was Italian. He specialised in creating
monuments and statues of historical and mythological figures.
T1.3.2001.20
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Benedicite Domino Laudate Et Superexaltate Eum In Saecula
1899,
Edward Arthur Fellowes Prynne (1854–1921)
Oil on canvas

This is an altar screen, intended to be hung above and behind the
altar in a church. The text used for the titles on this work are from
The Benedicite or A Song of Creation - a canticle used in Christian
worship which speaks of the creation of the world as described in the
Bible.
Prynne was a devout High Anglican like his better-known architect
brother, George. Associated with Pre-Raphaelitism, Edward worked
in a style that is sometimes likened to Edward Burne-Jones, as this
altar screen shows.
Prynne is less well-known now than he ought to be, probably
because much of his time and skill were given to devotional works,
which are to be found not so much in art galleries but in the interiors
of churches designed by his brother.
The images in the screen each represent a line from The Benedicite.
Left to right they are:
‘O all ye green things upon the earth, bless ye the Lord’
‘O all ye whales and all that move on the waters, bless ye the Lord’
‘O ye mountains and hills bless ye the Lord’
‘O all ye fowls of the air bless ye the Lord’
‘O all ye beasts and cattle bless ye the Lord’
BORGM 01770, BORGM 01771, BORGM 01772, BORGM 01773 &
BORGM 01774
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Gypsy Horse Drovers, 1894
Lucy Kemp-Welch (1869-1958)
Oil on canvas
Lucy Elizabeth Kemp Welch was born
in Bournemouth in 1869. She studied
at the famous Herkomer School of Art at Bushey under its founder
Hubert von Herkomer. Her achievements there were reflected in the
fact that she took over the school in 1905. She found success as an
animal painter and more specifically in her representation of horses,
for which she showed particular empathy and understanding. Gypsy
Horse Drovers was her first work to be exhibited at the Royal Academy
and painted whilst still a student at Bushey. She was inspired to
produce this painting when she spotted a long procession of horses
being driven up a muddy road. She rushed after the group, gathering
up her palate and the nearest thing on which to make a sketch. This
turned out to be the wooden top of her paint box. She later
transferred the sketch to canvas. Merton was a keen admirer of KempWelsh, whom he recalled, “sprang up in a phenomenal way a few
years ago, making her mark instantly… I have in the Russell-Cotes Art
Gallery wo of Miss Welch’s finest pictures; in fact the one that created
the first recognition of her skill and obtained for her great
commendation.”
BORGM 01178

George Bernard Shaw, 1928
Kathleen Scott (1878-1947)
Bronze
Kathleen Scott studied art at the Slade School,
London. In 1908 she married Captain Robert
Scott, the polar explorer, who died in Antarctica
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in 1912. The Irish-born writer, George Bernard Shaw, sat for Scott
several times during the 1920s and he became a close friend.
SC90

The Princes Sleeping in the Tower, 1862
Augusta Freeman (1826-date of death
unknown)
Marble
The theme of innocent children awaiting an
uncertain fate was a popular subject for
Victorian artists. The princes sleeping in the
tower were Edward and Richard, the young
sons of Edward IV. In 1483 they were held captive in the Tower of
London by their uncle, Richard III. The princes’ fate remains unclear,
but there are no recorded sightings of them after the summer of 1483.
In 1674, workmen at the Tower of London discovered a box containing
the remains of two small skeletons.
SC80

Unknown Title,
Unknown Artist
Marble
Unfortunately,
no
records
containing
information on this piece have survived.
Merton and Annie’s sculpture collection is
typically Victorian in taste, with a large number
of nude or semi-nude figures. It is therefore
likely that this piece was a gift from Merton
and Annie.
T11.7.2005.3
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Christmas Morning 1866, 1898
John Brett (1831-1902)
Oil on canvas
The shipwreck featured is the sinking of the
steamship, ‘London.’ Despite the painting’s
title, this tragedy occurred on 11 January 1866. The boat was sailing
to Australia but got into difficulty shortly after leaving Plymouth
Harbour. Just 16 crew members and 3 passengers survived. The
spectacular sunrise featured in the painted was witnessed by John
Brett off the Isle of Anglesey, on 25 December 1866.
BORGM 00358

Phryne, 1902
Edmund von Weber (late 1800s-mid 1900s)
Marble
Phryne (who lived around 328 BC) was a Greek
model and courtesan. She was accused of cursing
Demeter, the Greek goddess of fertility. When she
appeared in court, she famously avoided conviction
by lowering her robe and revealing her flawless
breasts. The judges immediately acquitted her.
SC27

Going to Church; A Dutch Peasant, 1883
Therese Schwartze (1851/2-1915/8)
Oil on canvas
Therese Schwartze was one of the most important
women artists of the nineteenth century. She was
born in Amsterdam in 1851 and initially taught by her
father, the portrait painter Johan Georg Schwartze
(1814-1874), until his death in 1874. From 1875-6 she
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continued her training in Munich under Gabriel Max, Franz con
Lenbach and Karl von Piloty. Studying under the leading portrait
painters of Germany helped her to develop her talent enormously and
on her return to Amsterdam she became a sought-after portraitist,
painting the Dutch royal family in the 1880s. Her fame was at its height
between 1880 and 1890, and she visited London in 1885 where she
exhibited her only work at the Royal Academy, Musa.
BORGM 01946

The Suppliants, 1864
Edwin Long (1829-1891)
Oil on canvas
This painting is set in Spain where Edwin Long
spent time studying. Inspired by his trips
abroad, Long created exotic and colourful
paintings which appealed to a mass market.
The title of this work refers to the gypsy
woman and her children who are begging.
Their pleading looks and outstretched arms are being ignored by the
seated women. In style, subject and colour, this scene of Spanish
gypsies owes a lot to Long’s early tutor John ‘Spanish’ Phillip (18171967).
BORGM 01336

Cornish Holiday, around 1940-1946
Dorothea Sharp (1874-1955)
Oil on canvas
Born in Dartford, Kent, Dorothea Sharp
studied art in London and Paris, despite
parental disapproval. From 1940 to 1946, she
lived in St Ives, Cornwall. The landscape and
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the quality of light in that part of Cornwall directly influenced her
work. Dorothea Sharp, like Laura Knight, is renowned for her painting
of open-air scenes. In Sharp’s case it is often focused around playing
children. The bold impressionistic style is characteristic of the artist
who often used the light of Cornwall in her paintings. A Cornish
Holiday is typical of her work in this period which includes, On the
Beach, Girls on a Seashore (1940), and At the seaside. The work was
purchased by the Russell-Cotes from the artist in 1936 for the modest
sum of £30.
BORGM 01963

Lewis Waller as Monsieur Beaucaire, 1903
John Collier (1850-1934)
Oil on canvas
John Collier studied under Sir Edward John
Poynter at the Slade School of Art, London, and
under J. P. Laurens in Munich, as well as in Paris.
His precocious talent was recognised and
encouraged by Millais and Alma Tadema. He saw
success as a society portrait painter and many
good examples of his portraiture can be found in
the National Portrait Gallery, London. This
portrait represents Lewis Waller (1860-1915), a famous actor of the
period. He is depicted in the role and brocaded costume of Monsieur
Beaucaire (now in the Russell-Cotes Art Gallery and Museum
collection) standing in the staircase leading to Lady Rellerton’s
ballroom in 1735. The play, Monsieur Beaucaire, a romantic comedy,
was first performed at the Comedy Theatre in Harmarket, 1903. It was
written by American novelist, Newton Book Tarkington (1869-1946)
and in 1902, E.G. Sutherland adapted t from Tarkington’s novel. The
play was a success, although its rarely performed today.
BORGM 00516
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Glauké – Pensive, 1883
Edwin Long (1829-1891)
Oil on canvas
In Greek mythology, Glauké was the
daughter of the King of Corinth. She fell
passionately in love with Jason (the hero of
the Jason and the Argonauts story). Jason
was taking refuge in Corinth with his wife,
Medea. Wishing to marry Glauké, Jason
abandoned Medea. Enraged, Medea
presented Glauké with a cursed dress and tiara. The outfit stuck to her
body and burned her to death. This painting depicts the doomed
Glauké shortly before she receives her fatal gifts.
BORGM 01345

Weaving the Garland, 1879
Henry Thomas Schafer (18541915)
Oil on canvas
Henry Thomas Schafer was born
in Bloomsbury, London, to a
German father, Adam, and a British mother, Mary. His father, Adam
Schäfer/Schaefer/Schafer, was a tailor from Waldeck, Germany. By
the 1860s, Schafer was working as a fine art restorer, and circa 1900
wrote ‘Notes on the Cleaning, Restoration and Preservation of
Paintings.’ He learnt this trade from the artist, art dealer and restorer
Raphael Pinti (c.1826-1881) and claimed that he had worked with
Pinti for 12 years, implying that he had worked with him from the
age of 15. Alongside this trade, Henry worked as an artist, exhibiting
at the Royal Society of British Artists, the Royal Academy and the
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Royal Scottish Academy during the period 1873-1911. Around 1915,
during the First World War, Henry dropped his Germanic surname
and changed his name to Dover.
BORGM 01940

Gentle Spring Brings Her Garden Stuff to Market, 1896
Amy Sawyer (1863-1945)
Oil on canvas
The red-headed female with her arms full of flowers
represents the season, Spring. The use of bright colours,
an abundance of flowers and streaming light all serve to
emphasise Spring’s fertile nature.
Amy Sawyer studied at the Herkomer School of Art in
Bushey under Professor Kerkomer. Her style of work
owes much to the Arts and Crafts Exhibition of which The
Studio wrote: ‘Its harmony of colour is exceedingly
sumptuous; pitched in the key of jewels, enamels, or
stained glass, it almost succeeds into believing that oil paint can rival
crystals, or the plumage of humming birds.’ Gentle Spring brings her
garden stuff to the market displayed a similar translucent colouring
and fascination with the colourful designs of nature through its
depiction of flora and fauna. The unusual proportions of the canvas,
which allow the artist to develop an elegant elongated form, also
reflects the influence of the Arts and Crafts movement on the painting.
BORGM 01937

Lady with a Mantilla, mid 1800s-late 1800s
Alessandro Ruga (1836-1916)
Marble
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A mantilla is a lace or silk scarf worn over the head and shoulder, often
over a high comb. They are traditionally worn by Spanish women. Up
until the 1960s, it was common to see women wear mantillas in
Catholic churches. It is still customary for women who are granted an
audience with the Pope to wear one.
SC1

The Moorish Proselytes of Archbishop
Ximenes, Granada, 1500, 1873
Edwin Long (1829-1891)
Oil on canvas
This scene depicts the aftermath of the
Spanish invasion and capture of Granada in 1492. Initially the Islamic
residents of Granada were protected. By 1500, however, Archbishop
Ximenes ordered that all Muslims had to convert to Christianity or face
expulsion. Archbishop Ximenes is seated on the left of the picture. He
stares triumphantly at the queue of dejected people waiting to be
baptised.
BORGM 01342

The Fisherman, late 1800s-early 1900s
Ernest Ferrand (1846-1932)
Bronze
The two-pronged fork, held by The Fisherman, is
called a bident. In Greek mythology, Hades, the God
of the Underworld, used a bident to cause death
and destruction.
SC17

